
 

Concurrent Access License for SAP Crystal Server 

What is a Concurrent Access License (CAL)? 

It allows casual users of an SAP Crystal Server system to log in and view BI content that has been 

published for them to access. 

For example if you have 5 Concurrent License’s for SAP Crystal Server, 5 sessions can be active at 

any one time, if there was to be a 6th session for example another person logging in, it won’t allow 

them until one of the sessions is given back into the pot. 

What functionality do you get with a CAL License? 

 Users can log in to SAP Crystal Server and view and refresh SAP Crystal Reports Only 

 

 The ability to perform report bursting/data driven publishing in Crystal Server 

 

 The ability to create a merged PDF in SAP Crystal Server containing merged Crystal 

Reports 

 

Report Bursting/ Data Driven Publishing 

 

The idea of report bursting/ data driven publishing, is to take a Crystal Report that you have 

developed and literally burst it out to the relevant people for example a country, department, branch 

which contains there personalised data only, but has the same structure and look and feel as 

everyone else so there is some continuity between in the reports. 

These can be sent to users via Email that you have created as part of your SAP Crystal Server setup 

or be sent via email to users that haven’t been created within the SAP Crystal Server that are external 

to your company.  

For example if you want to send out a pipeline report with all of active opportunities to all sales 

managers every week the report publication feature built within SAP Crystal Server would allow you to 

do this with just one single report as opposed to creating multiple reports, one for each sales 

manager.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Merged PDF/Report Packs 

 

Ever needed to merge several SAP Crystal Reports into one report?  Now you can by creating a 

publication in SAP Crystal Server. This will merge PDF instances of Crystal Reports and PDF 

documents that are stored within SAP Crystal Server into one PDF file for you, and also do the 

following: 

 Add and format a table of contents 

 insert running page numbers 

 create bookmarks from the group tree  

The merged PDFs can be scheduled to email recipients who reside on the SAP Crystal Server 

system or those that don’t. 
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